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Abstract. Designing secure e-voting systems is notoriously hard, and
this is even more the case when coercion-resistance comes into play. Recently, Lueks, Querejeta-Azurmendi, and Troncoso proposed VoteAgain
(Usenix Security 2020) which aims to provide coercion-resistance for real
practical elections where usability and efficiency are particularly important. To this end, VoteAgain is based on the re-voting paradigm to protect voters against coercion, and it employs a novel tallying mechanism
with quasilinear complexity to achieve high efficiency.
In this paper, we revisit VoteAgain from a security perspective. We
show that for each security property, i.e., ballot privacy, verifiability, and
coercion-resistance, there exists (at least) one attack which breaks the respective property under the trust assumptions for which the property was
claimed to hold true. But our results are even more disillusioning: first,
there exists a voting authority in VoteAgain which needs to be trusted
for all security properties; second, all voting authorities in VoteAgain
need to be trusted for coercion-resistance.
It will be interesting and challenging future work to mitigate, or even
remove, these undesirably strong trust assumptions without affecting
the usability and superior efficiency of VoteAgain.
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Pitfalls

We show that VoteAgain [8] is not secure under the trust assumptions for which
it was claimed to be. More precisely, for each security property, i.e., ballot privacy, verifiability, and coercion-resistance, we describe (at least) one attack which
breaks the respective property under the trust assumptions for which the property was claimed to hold true.
In particular, our results will demonstrate that there exists a voting authority in VoteAgain (namely, the PA) which needs to be trusted for all security
properties, and that all voting authorities in VoteAgain need to be trusted for
coercion-resistance.
Remark. The current version of this report is not self-contained.1 We assume
that the reader is familiar with the details of VoteAgain, as presented in [8]. We
will use the notation of [8] for variables, protocol participants, references, and
so on.
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We intend to publish an extended version with full technical details of the report
soon.

1.1

Verifiability

It is claimed that VoteAgain provides verifiability if the PA is honest, while the
TS, PBB, and the trustees can be malicious. Similarly to an attack on Belenios [3]
that was recently presented in [6], we will now describe an attack of a malicious
PBB which breaks verifiability of VoteAgain.
The verifiability definition [2] that was applied to analyze VoteAgain in [8]
requires that an adversary cannot drop choices of voters who verify successfully
without being detected. Due to the attack described below, VoteAgain is not
verifiable according to [2] if PBB can be malicious.
Malicious PBB. Let V be an arbitrary voter. In Step 4 of Procedure 3, the PBB
shows a faked view on the bulletin board to voter V which includes V ’s ballot
β. Then, the voter verifies successfully that β was appended to the “faked”
bulletin board. However, the PBB does not append β to the “real” bulletin
board. Effectively, V ’s choice is dropped even though V ’s individual verification
was successful.
1.2

Ballot privacy

It is claimed that VoteAgain provides ballot privacy if k out of t trustees are
honest, while the PA, TS, and PBB can be malicious. We will now describe
two attacks which break ballot privacy of VoteAgain. The first attack assumes
a malicious PA, and the second one a malicious PBB.
The privacy definition [1] that was applied to analyze VoteAgain in [8] (essentially) requires that an adversary, who is asked to first output two vectors of
choices that equal modulo permutation, cannot efficiently distinguish between
those protocol runs in which all honest voters vote according to either the first
or the second vector. Due to the attacks described below, VoteAgain does not
provide ballot privacy according to [1] if the PA or the PBB can be malicious.
Malicious PA. Let V1 , . . . , VN be the voters. In Step 2 of Procedure 1, the PA
assign the same identifier vid to each voter V2 , . . . , VN . However, it is never
verified whether two or more voters use the same identifier. Therefore, the final
election result consists of V1 ’s vote plus one vote of one of the voters V2 , . . . , VN .
Now, in the privacy game, the adversary chooses vectors (A, B, B, . . . , B)
and (B, A, B, . . . , B) for V1 , . . . , VN . Then the adversary returns that the first
vector was chosen if and only if the final result contains a vote for A. By this, the
adversary wins the game, and hence breaks ballot privacy, with high probability.
Malicious PBB. It is easy to see that by the attack on verifiability described
above, the adversary can break privacy. We refer to [4] for more details.
1.3

Coercion-resistance

It is claimed that VoteAgain provides coercion-resistance if the PA and TS are
honest, while the PBB (if voters submit anonymously) and the trustees can
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be malicious. We will now describe two attacks which break coercion-resistance
of VoteAgain. The first attack assumes a malicious PBB, and the second one
malicious trustees.
Malicious PBB. (Assume that voters use anonymous channels to submit their
ballots.) The adversary chooses a candidate c and instructs an arbitrary voter
V to submit a ballot for this candidate. Furthermore, the adversary asks the
voter to reveal the submitted ballot β (including all secret information). The
malicious PBB can now identify the incoming ballot β, append it, and drop all
subsequently incoming ballots by any voter (see attack on verifiability). By this,
the affected voter can no longer “overwrite” the adversary’s choice c even if the
adversary is absent for the rest of submission phase.
Malicious trustees. The adversary chooses a sequence (cj )lj=1 over the set of
candidates C uniformly at random. The adversary instructs (and supervises) a
targeted voter V to first submit a ballot βj for each element cj of this sequence
(preserving the order of the sequence) and then a ballot β for the adversary’s
favorite candidate c. Since the trustees are malicious, the adversary can decrypt
all vi,? for each vidi in the grouped ballots (see Figure 6 in [8]). The adversary
(removes all 0-votes injected by TA and) verifies whether there is vidi which
contains the chosen sequence of candidates. If this is the case, the adversary
knows (with high probability if l is sufficiently high) that the voter obeyed.
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Conclusion

Our attacks show that there exists a single voting authority in VoteAgain [8],
namely the PA, which needs to be trusted for all security properties, i.e., ballot
privacy, verifiability, and coercion-resistance.2 We further demonstrated that all
voting authorities need to be trusted for coercion-resistance. We can therefore
conclude that VoteAgain is not secure under reasonable trust assumptions.
It will be interesting and challenging future work to mitigate, or even remove, these undesirably strong trust assumptions without affecting the superior
efficiency of VoteAgain.
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The PBB needs to be trusted for all security properties as well but this assumption
can be mitigated by techniques independent of the specific e-voting protocol (see,
e.g., [5–7]).
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